
Getting your first Level 3 Tech 
and Digital Qualification
City and Guilds Level 3 ICT Systems and Principles
Start your Tech and Digital career in the fast growing tech & digital sector 
across the West Midlands with The Development Manager.
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Getting your first Level 3 Tech and Digital Qualification
Available for learners who are aged 19+, living the West Midlands Combined Authority (i.e. 

Greater Birmingham, Coventry and the Black Country), where they will work to achieve a 

City & Guilds Level 2 or Level 3 Diploma for ICT Systems and Principles for IT 

Professionals.*

We also work to support learners to start their careers in tech and digital roles in a new 

role, or their current one through Apprenticeship programmes. 

Our programme is funded by the UK Government Adult Education Budget through the 

West Midlands Combined Authority, which supports adults to achieve their first Level 3 

qualification or reskill if they already have a Level 3. 

Tech and Digital skills are a priority on a both regional and national level, as is the drive to 

improve social mobility to help more people into work or provide opportunities for career 

progression. This is especially true in the wake of the disruption caused by the COVID-19 

Pandemic. 

*Full eligibility criteria can be read here.
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Who are TDM? 

We encourage professional 

skills, attitudes, behaviours, 

workplace productivity and 

British values

We work with learners to start 

and then develop their tech & 

digital careers through 

progression 

We provide:
• Outstanding quality of education

• Pre-Apprenticeship Programmes 

and Qualifications

• Career-Entry Apprenticeships

• BSc (Hons) Integrated Degree 

Apprenticeships

We are a coaching and 

training Provider, specialising 

in Tech and Digital skills and 

Apprenticeships

We focus learners on 

developing their own tech & 

digital skills, readying them 

for and embedding them in 

the workplace
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What is Digital Transformation?
Digital Transformation is the use of new, fast-paced and frequently changing 

digital technologies to solve problems in organisations. Employers are 

looking to adopt these technologies to compete effectively in the marketplace 

of the 21st century.

Digital technologies have advanced rapidly in the recent past, prompting a 

Fourth Industrial Revolution. At the cutting edge of this Digital 

Transformation are technologies such as Artificial Intelligence, Robotics, 5G, 

Blockchain, Augmented Reality and Virtual Reality. 

However, many organisations are working to implement existing 

technologies, such as establishing a Digital Marketing strategy, moving from 

spreadsheets to a CRM system, implementing sophisticated reporting, 

integrating servers and utilising Cloud Computing.

Whilst these technologies can potentially transform organisations and how 

they operate, what is absolutely essential is the skills in the workforce to 

properly adopt, implement and operate these technologies.

[Organisations are] seeking to harness 

new and emerging technologies to reach 

higher levels of efficiency of production 

and consumption, expand into new 

markets, and compete on new products for 

a global consumer base composed 

increasingly of digital natives.

http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_Future_of_Jobs_2

018.pdf
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Changes to the workforce

Digital transformation will therefore, also mean a 

transformation in the skills of the workforce 

required to enact this Fourth Industrial Revolution. 

Certain skills and job roles will decline as new 

emergent tech and digital roles appear. Whilst 

machines will take on an increasing amount of 

functions, the workforce must know how to use 

and manage the machines.

http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_Future_of_Jobs_201

8.pdf

As certain jobs are becoming obsolete, new skills are 

needed and new opportunities are appearing - it is 

down to you to take on and develop new skills that the 

employer market now needs!

ROLES AT RISK OF 
REDUNDANCY

EMERGENT TECH & DIGITAL ROLES

Data Entry Clerks Data Researchers / Analysts 
& Database Managers

Auditors & 
Administrators

Digital Transformation / IT 
Consultants

In-house “break-fix” 
tech support

Network Engineers + Cyber 
Security Specialists

Mechanics & 
Machinery repairers

Software Developers:
Coding/Web/Apps/DevOps

Warehouse operatives 
/ retail workers

Infrastructure Technicians 
& Network Engineers

Telemarketers Digital Marketers



The Tech and Digital Sector
Tech and Digital is a priority sector both regionally and 

nationally. The UK Government and local authorities such as the 

West Midlands Combined Authority and Worcestershire County 

Council have Tech and Digital skills and industry at the heart of 

their strategic planning, with Worcestershire for example being a 

testbed for 5G technologies. 

Tech and Digital sector growth is far greater than other industry 

sectors in the UK, in 2019 outgrowing other sectors by a factor of 6.

Over the COVID-19 Pandemic, the Tech and Digital sector 

remained resilient and has grown, driven by the demand for 

working, connecting and socialising remotely.

The demand for these skills is required in a huge range of 

organisations, not just in the Tech and Digital sector itself, but with 

every employer now having to leverage and harness their tech and 

digital capabilities to thrive, grow, compete and where their 

customers and clients are: online.

The country and the region needs you to develop your Tech 

and Digital skills!

The Tech sector was worth £400 

million a day in 2018 and accounted 

for 7.7% of the whole UK economy

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/di

gital-sector-worth-more-than-400-

million-a-day-to-uk-economy

The UK tech sector raised the 

third highest amount of venture 

capital (VC) investment in the 

world (behind only the United 

States and China)

Over the course of 2020, the 

number of unique tech jobs 

advertised in the UK outweighed 

that of key European countries by 

259% on average

Deep tech investment was up 17% 

in 2020, the highest rate of growth 

anywhere in the world.

https://www.techuk.org/resource/tec

h-nation-s-2021-report-shows-a-

resilient-uk-tech-sector-despite-

brexit-and-the-pandemic.html
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Careers in Tech and Digital

Tech and Digital roles are attractive for long-term career 

prospects and salary progression. IT JobsWatch provides 

salary information for IT roles across the UK and shows an 

indicative level of salary that can be achieved in a role, based 

on factors such as location and experience in a job.

https://www.itjobswatch.co.uk/

This programme will help you take your first steps on this 

career path and highlight where your career can go and the 

progression routes you can follow.

Role Median Salary (West 
Midlands)

Software Developer £41,500

Network Engineer £47,500

Cyber Security Analyst £52,500

Digital Marketing 
Manager

£34,500

Data Analyst £39,000

UX / UI Designer £35,000

**These salaries are not guaranteed but indicate the kind of 

salary that you achieve via a Tech and Digital career**
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Coding (Java and .NET) Pathway

UX / UI Design Pathway

Cyber Security Pathway

Tech and Networking Pathway

Digital Support / Marketing Pathway Digital Marketing Level 3

Software Developer Level 4

Information Communications 

Technician Level 3

● Support Tech

Network Engineer

Software Engineer

Business Analyst

IT Consultant

Cyber Security

Data Analyst

Level 3 ICT Systems and Principles

Data Pathway

BSc (Hons) Digital Technology 

Solutions Professional (integrated 

Degree) Level 6

Specialisms:
Data Technician Level 3

Network Engineer Level 4**

BSc (Hons) Digital Marketing 

(integrated Degree) Level 6

Progression TDM’s programmes form a progression route from Digital Retraining / Pre-

Apprenticeships all the way to Level 6 Integrated Degree Programmes. 

Learners can potentially retrain to move into tech and digital and then 

continue developing to firmly establish a career in the sector.

*These are indicative progression routes through TDM programmes and naturally this will 

depend on a learner’s starting point, their experience and prior learning.

**Network Engineer Level 4 currently in development
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Digital Support Technician Level 3

● Digital Applications Tech

● Digital Service Tech



Level 3 and 4 Apprenticeship Programmes

Level 3 – Digital Marketer Level 4 – Software Developer

Level 4 – Network Engineer*

Level 3 – Information 

Communications Technician Level 3 - Data Technician 

Level 3 – Digital Support Technician
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City and Guilds Level 3 in ICT Systems and Principles for IT Professionals
Learners will work to achieve their City & Guilds Level 3 Diploma for ICT Systems and Principles 

for IT Professionals and we can support them into a tech and digital role or add new tech and digital 

responsibilities to their current role. 

The programme consists of:

• Training via core modules and then a further specialist module chosen by the learner

• Coaching support from their Professional Development Coach

• Employability skills support via the Apprenticeship Seeker Programme delivered by TDM’s 

Career Builders 

You will be expected to do wider reading outside the classroom, accessing learning materials on 

TDM’s Virtual Learning Environment and books from the TDM library.

Classroom days will mainly consist of taught elements in the morning with assignments written in the 

afternoons. An ability to effectively write about the learning you have engaged with is essential 

on the programme. 

Learners can attend the classroom sessions on more than one occasion if this is required to complete 

assignments.
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City & Guilds
City and Guilds (C&G), part of The City and Guilds of London Institute, is an organisation

specialising in vocational assessments and accreditation, and are the awarding body for this 

programme. C&G are a global leader in skills development, operating in over 80 countries 

worldwide. The Group's purpose is the same today as it was 140 years ago - to help people, 

organisations and economies develop their skills for growth.

City & Guilds Level 3 Diploma for ICT Systems and Principles for IT Professionals will allow you to 

embrace technology and new approaches to learning, whilst working with like-minded partners to 

develop the skills that industries demand across the world.

The City & Guilds Diploma is a substantial and impressive qualification ensuring that you have the 

right skills to thrive both now and, in the future, in a Tech and Digital role.

City & Guilds Welcome Video
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Core Program Modules - 7 days

Core Modules Set 1 - 3 days

(Digital Fundamentals)

● Software Design Fundamentals

● Networking Fundamentals

● Principles of ICT System & Data Security

Core Modules Set 2 - 3 days

(Digital Professionalism)

● Customer Support for the IT Professional

● IT Consulting Skills

● Business Concepts

● Creative Problem Solving

Optional Programme Pathway Modules - 3 days

Choose one

Data Pathway

Advanced Data 

Representation & 

Manipulation for IT

Fundamentals of 

Database 

Administration

Spreadsheet Software

Coding (Java & 

.NET) Pathway

Creating an Object 

Oriented Computer 

Program 

Software Testing 

UX/UI Design 

Pathway

Web Development

Programming in 

HTML5, JavaScript & 

CSS3

Digital Support / 

Marketing

Pathway

Website Software

Imaging Software

Software Testing

Cyber Security 

Pathway

IT Security 

Fundamentals

Implementing an ICT 

systems Security 

Policy

Tech & Networking 

Pathway

Practical Fundamentals of 

ICT

Fundamentals of IT 

Technology

The Level 3 Programme - Modules 11



Core Module Set 1 
Unit 1

Software design fundamentals

This unit covers the principles of software

design and the application of the techniques

used in software design to represent

software solutions.

Outcome

● Understand the principles of software 

design

● Apply the techniques of software 

design

Unit 2

Networking principles

This unit is aimed at advanced Networking

students who already posses the 

fundamentals of computer networks and 

desktop PC support and are now moving to 

study second and third line support roles 

where network operations and troubleshooting 

are now more fundamental to the job role. 

Outcome

● Understand physical and logical 

topologies and systems

● Understand the Open System 

Interconnection (OSI) model

● Understand the Internet Protocol 

Suite (TCP/IP)

Unit 3

Principles of ICT system and

data security

This unit develops an understanding of the

types of threat to ICT systems and data and

methods of protecting against them. It also

covers an understanding of the application

Outcome

● Understand the common types of threat 

to ICT systems and data

● Understand how to protect ICT systems

● Understand the applications of 

cryptography to ICT systems and data
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Core Module Set 2 – Units 1 and 2
Unit 1

Customer Support Provision for the ICT 

Professional

This unit will enable the learner to provide

technical customer support and understand

the processes involved in improving the way

in which customers use networked ICT

Systems.

Outcome

● Provide technical support to 

customers

● Gather and evaluate feedback from 

customers on improving technical 

support provision

● Implement recommended action plan

● Provide remote technical customer 

support

● Provide coaching in technical skills for 

customers

Unit 2

IT Consulting Skills

The aim of this unit is to enable learners to identify the key characteristics, techniques and methods 

associated with successful consulting skills. To practice those skills whilst engaging with internal or 

external clients in all stages of the consulting cycle to bring about change in an organisation.

Outcome

● Understand the role that the consultant plays in helping to bring about technology driven 

organisational change

● Structure a client assignment and specify the key management

● Capture, document and present back the functional requirements of business users

● Agree and document the manner in which the success of an assignment will be judged

● Use standard techniques to plan and control the work involved in producing the products 

associated with a consulting assignment

● Manage the client during an assignment and develop an appreciation

● of the challenges faced when dealing with difficult clients
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Core Module Set 2 – Units 3 and 4

Unit 3

Business Concepts

The aim of this unit is to enable learners to

understand the principles of business 

operations, structure, functions and legislative 

constraints. Learners will develop the skills 

required to understand business needs to enable 

them to provide business solutions to fulfil these 

needs.

Outcome

● Be able to explain business structures 

and key business functions

● Be able to explain legislative issues for 

business

● Be able to analyse financial information

● Be able to evaluate strategic information
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Unit 4

Creative problem solving

The aim of this unit is to enable learners to 

understand the process of analysing a problem 

and providing a solution. Learners will develop 

the skills to write a problem statement, generate, 

select and evaluate possible solutions and plan 

for successful implementation.

Outcome

● Be able to identify and analyse a 

problem

● Be able to plan, monitor and evaluate an 

implementation/a problem solution

● Review their approach to problem 

solving and the proposed problem 

solution



Level 3 Qualification – Pathways

Cyber Security Coding (Java and .NET)

Digital Support / 
Marketing

Tech and NetworkingData

UX / UI design
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Data Pathway
Unit 1

Advanced data representation 

and manipulation for IT

The aim of this unit is to cover the advanced 

data representation and manipulation for IT 

purposes to include matrix methods, applying 

expressions and graph theory

Outcome

● Apply matrix methods

● Apply series, probability and 

recursions

● Be able to apply graph theory

Unit 2

Fundamentals of Database Administration

Learners will gain knowledge about relational 

databases, queries, stored procedures, and 

the security requirement for databases and 

the data stored in them. And be able to show 

some of those skills in practice

Outcome

● Know core database concepts

● Know how to create database objects

● Know how to manipulate data

Unit 3

Spreadsheet Software

The ability to use a software application 

designed to record data in rows and columns, 

perform calculations with numerical data and 

present information using charts and graphs. On 

completion of this unit a learner should be able 

to select and use a wide range of advanced 

spreadsheet software tools and techniques to 

produce, present and check spreadsheets

Outcome

● Use a spreadsheet to enter, edit and 

organise data

● Select and use appropriate formulas and 

data analysis tools and techniques 

● Use tools and techniques to present, 

format and publish spreadsheet 

information 
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Coding (Java &.NET) Pathway
Unit 1

Creating an Object Oriented Computer Program

This unit covers more advanced concepts of object oriented 

computer languages and their use to implement, refine and test 

computer programs.

Outcome:

● Implement a software design using object oriented 

programming

● Refine an object oriented program to improve quality

● Test the operation of an object oriented driven program

● Document an object oriented driven program

Unit 2

Software Testing

This unit introduces the basics of testing strategies and techniques and their 

application. 

Outcome:

● Understanding testing strategies and techniques

● Manage a test process for a software solution
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UX/UI Design Pathway

Unit 1

Web Development

This unit provides an understanding of web 

architecture, components and technologies. It also 

covers the development of a specification for a 

website and implementation of website elements. 

Outcome

● Understand web architecture and 

components 

● Understand the technologies that can be 

used to built and operate a website

● Develop a web-site specification

● Implement elements of a web-site

Unit 2

Programming in HTML5, Javascript & CSS3

The unit focuses on using HTML5/CSS3/JavaScript to implement programming 

logic, define and use variables, perform looping and branching, develop user 

interfaces, capture and validate user input, store data, and create well-structured 

application.

Outcome

● Be able to create HTML5 pages

● Be able to code using JavaScript

● Be able to create forms using HTML5

● Be able to communicate with a remote data source

● Be able to style HTML5 by using CSS3

● Be able to create interactive pages using HTML5 Application Programming 

Interfaces
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Digital Support / Marketer Pathway
Unit 1

Website Software

On completion of this unit a learner should be able 

to use basic website software tools and techniques 

appropriately to produce straightforward or routine 

single web pages from pre-set templates.

Outcomes

● Create structures and styles and use them 

to produce websites

● Select and use website software tools and 

features to develop multiple page websites 

with multimedia and interactive features

● Publish and test multiple page websites 

with multimedia and interactive features

Unit 2

Imaging Software

This is the ability to use a software 

application designed to create, modify and 

layout images for display in print or on a 

screen. On completion of this unit a learner 

should be able to select and use a wide 

range of advanced imaging software tools 

and techniques to complex and non-routine 

designs. 

Outcomes

● Obtain, insert and combine 

information for images

● Use imaging software tools to create, 

manipulate and edit images

Unit 3

Software Testing

This unit introduces the basics of testing 

strategies and techniques and their 

application.

Outcomes

● Understanding testing 

strategies and techniques

● Manage a test process for a 

software solution
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Cyber Security Pathway
Unit 1

IT Security Fundamentals 

This unit has been designed to help a learner 

build an understanding of these topics: 

Security Layers, Operating System Security, 

Network Security, Security Software.

Outcome

● Know key aspects of security layers

● Understand core security principles, 

internet security, physical security 

and types of wireless security

Unit 2

Implementing an ICT Systems Security Policy 

Learners will be able to understand the practical steps a network/system administrator can take to 

mitigate the threats to the network and the consequent effects of any attacks. Additionally learners 

will be able to understand the business implications of network and system downtime as a result of 

attacks on computer systems

Outcome

● Be able to analyse and identify ICT system security issues

● Be able to implement security on email and instant messaging systems

● Be able to implement and maintain internet and network security

● Be able to maintain data integrity and system security
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Tech & Networking Pathway
Unit 1

Practical Fundamentals of ICT

This unit introduces learners to the fundamentals of personal 

computers. It covers basic concepts and terminology related to 

their operation and allows learners to develop skills to set up a 

workstation. It also allows learners to develop skills to install 

software and consider security requirements of a persona 

computer.

Outcomes

● Be able to use personal computers and their peripherals

● Be able to manage software installations

● Be able to manage files

● Know how to manage IT security requirements

Unit 2

Fundamentals of IT Technology

This unit introduces learners to the fundamentals of computer hardware. It 

covers the characteristics and functions of input, storage and peripheral 

hardware. Learners will gain knowledge of compatibility issues and common 

errors and how to carry out preventive maintenance.

Outcomes

● Know safety issues

● Understand personal computer hardware

● Understand hardware compatibility issues.

● Know how to use maintenance products. 
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This workshop 

looks at building 

a career plan, 

searching 

prospective 

employers, 

finding specific 

opportunities 

and pitching 

yourself for a 

role as an 

apprentice in the 

tech industry.

This workshop 

will focus on CV 

Building, 

Creating and 

refining your 

LinkedIn Profile 

and give an 

overview of 

TDM's E-Portfolio 

system Mahara.

This workshop 

will focus on 

preparing your 

for an interview 

with tips, 

interview mocks 

and acting on 

feedback

This workshop will 

focus on helping 

you create a 

professional video 

pitch for an 

employer

TDM’s programme is built to enable learners to achieve the City & Guilds Level 3 Diploma for ICT Systems and Principles for IT Professionals and 

support them into a tech and digital job, including Apprenticeships. 

The Apprenticeship Seeker Programme has been designed to develop your employability skills to make you the most attractive candidate for 

employment or an apprenticeship with an employer.

The programme consists of x4 workshops:

TDM Apprenticeship Seeker Programme 22



In addition to the TDM Skills and Knowledge Coaches who will be delivering the course 

content, you will be assigned a Professional Development Coach (PDC) to support and 

coach you on the programme, ensuring you progress forward and helping you develop the 

soft skills, knowledge and behaviours required to succeed in the workplace:

• Logical and creative thinking skills

• Analytical and problem-solving skills

• Ability to work independently and to take responsibility

• Can use own initiative

• Adopting a thorough and organised approach

• Ability to work with a range of internal and external people

• Ability to communicate effectively in a variety of situations

• Maintain a productive, professional and secure working environment

The PDC will also utilise GROW Coaching to help you define your Career Goals and put 

plans in place to reach them.

Digital Transformation is driving a 

workplace where “Soft skills are the 

new hard skills”; where employees 

need to be able to continuously adapt 

and relearn as digital technology 

develops and do the creative thinking 

that the hardware and software cannot. 

Professional Development Coaches 23



Eligibility
• How old do I have to be to be on the programme? You must have been 19 or over on 31/08/2021

• What previous qualification restrictions apply? If you do not have a full Level 3 qualification, you will be able to take the Level 3 

programme regardless of your salary, if you meet the eligibility requirements. If you do have a Level 3 or above, you will be able to 

take the Level 3 qualification as a first step to reskilling for a career in Tech and Digital, if you earn under £19,500 annually

• What counts as a Level 3 qualification? x2 A Level passes, x2 BTECs, x1 BTEC Extended Diploma or a Level 3 Apprenticeship

• Am I allowed to study on this programme as well as another educational programme? You are not able to engage with this programme, and 

another Government funded educational programme at the same time. This is called “Double Funding”

• Can I be employed? Yes

• I am eligible based on where I live? Residents of the West Midlands Combined Authority are eligible – we can check this for you

• What is the outcome of the programme? Learners will achieve their City & Guilds Level 3 Diploma for ICT Systems and Principles for IT 

Professionals and will receive support to achieve a new Tech and Digital Job or responsibilities at work

• What Commitment is required for the programme? As this programme accesses UK Government funding, there is a strong requirement 

for commitment from learners to achieve the outcomes of the Level 3 Diploma. Learners must be available to attend all the Training 

Days, Workshops and Coaching sessions and to do the wider work and reading set by their coaches
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TDM Birmingham

217 - 220 Scott House

The Custard Factory

Gibb Street

Birmingham

B9 4AA

TDM Worcester

County House

St Mary's Street

Worcester

WR1 1HB

TDM Online

Via Virtual Learning Environment


